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Prior research has found that the announcement of marketing alliances tends to produce no effect on firm value
creation in a high-tech context. This article reexamines this issue and investigates whether the characteristics of a
firm’s network of alliances affect the firm value created from the announcement of a new marketing alliance. The
authors investigate whether network centrality, network density, network efficiency, network reputation, and
marketing alliance capability influence firm value creation. They examine this question using an event study of 230
announcements for marketing alliances in the software industry. The results indicate that, in general, marketing
alliance announcements create value (i.e., abnormal stock returns) for the firm in the announcement period event
window. Furthermore, network efficiency and network density have the strongest positive impact when they are
moderate; network reputation and network centrality have no effect. These results point to the greater role of
relational network characteristics than size-/status-based benefits. Finally, marketing alliance capability, which
reflects a firm’s ability to manage a network of previous marketing alliances, has a positive impact on value creation.
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Marketing has a long tradition of examining dyadic
exchange relationships involving buyer–seller rela-
tionships (e.g., Heide 1994; Palmatier 2008) and

strategic alliances (e.g., Bucklin and Sengupta 1993). How-
ever, research in this area has lagged in two respects. First,
in general, research has not examined how marketing
alliances affect the value of the firm. Although a few excep-
tions exist (e.g., Houston and Johnson 2000; Kalaignanam,
Shankar, and Varadarajan 2007), most marketing alliance
research has examined relational outcomes (e.g., Anderson
and Weitz 1992; Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987), revenue out-
comes (Luo, Rindfleisch, and Tse 2007), and innovation
outcomes (Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). Given this gap
and the large investment firms make in selecting and man-
aging marketing alliance partners, examining the effect of
marketing alliances on firm value is our first research
objective.

Second, it is increasingly common to find firms
involved in multiple and interconnected alliances with
upstream suppliers or downstream buyers (i.e., vertical rela-
tionships) and alliances with other firms at a similar level of
the value chain (i.e., horizontal relationships). These com-

plex relational forms are referred to as “networks” (e.g.,
Achrol and Kotler 1999; Gulati 1999; Webster 1992). Net-
works are often viewed as a key strategic resource (Van den
Bulte and Wuyts 2007; Webster 1992). Despite this impor-
tance, existing research has not examined how a firm’s net-
work of partnerships influences the value created from the
announcement of a new marketing alliance. This is our sec-
ond objective.

This study examines how firm network features influ-
ence the value from a new marketing alliance. Specifically,
we consider whether (1) the firm has connections with other
firms (i.e., network centrality), (2) the firm’s network pro-
vides firm access to new capabilities (i.e., network effi-
ciency), (3) the firm’s network involves interconnections
among firms (i.e., network density), (4) the firm’s network
has a strong reputation (i.e., network reputation), and (5)
the firm has a proven ability to manage its prior network of
marketing alliances (i.e., marketing alliance capability).

Our approach departs from prior research, which has
focused on how firm network characteristics influence the
firm’s ability to form relationships with high-profile part-
ners (Gulati 1999; Hitt et al. 2000). Instead, even after
accounting for the ability of networks to attract partners, we
provide new evidence that firm network characteristics play
a direct role in extracting value from a marketing alliance.

We begin by examining the question whether the stock
market rewards firms for announcing marketing alliances in
general. Our approach involves an event study that captures
the immediate short-term reaction of the stock market to the
alliance announcement rather than a measure of long-term
firm value creation from the alliance. We then consider how
a firm’s network of alliances influences these abnormal
returns.
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1Das, Sen, and Sengupta (1998) focus on marketing and tech-
nology alliance differences. In their research, the effect of technol-
ogy alliances on returns is positive and greater than marketing
alliances, and the effect of marketing alliances is not significant.

Do Marketing Alliance
Announcements Increase Firm

Abnormal Returns?
Marketing alliances are formalized collaborative arrange-
ments between two or more organizations focused on
downstream value chain activities (Das, Sen, and Sengupta
1998; Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). Consistent with
recent research on the impact of marketing activities on
firm value (e.g., Geyskens, Gielens, and Dekimpe 2002;
Mizik and Jacobson 2003; Rust et al. 2004), we posit that
marketing alliances can increase firm value in several key
ways. First, a marketing alliance gives the firm access to
new markets (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993). For example, by
forming an alliance with a well-entrenched retailer, a firm
gains access to the retailer’s customers. This access can
increase the level and speed of firm cash flows. Second, a
marketing alliance provides a firm with access to entire
products, product features, brands, or services (Kalaig-
nanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan 2007). Such access can
help the firm create stronger offerings, which can increase
customer acquisition, satisfaction, and retention and associ-
ated cash flows. Third, a marketing alliance supplies a firm
with access to new knowledge and skills (Rindfleisch and
Heide 1997). Such access means that firms do not need to
develop these internally. Thus, cash flow levels due to lower
costs and cash flow speed increase because the firm is
accessing existing resources.

Despite these valuable contributions, little research has
examined whether marketing alliances contribute to abnor-
mal returns. In marketing, Houston and Johnson (2000) find
that firm returns from governance choice (i.e., contract
versus joint venture) in buyer–seller alliances depend on
supplier investments and the ability to monitor partners.
Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan (2007) find that
new product development alliances (some of which also
involve marketing activities) improve firm shareholder
value. In strategy, Das, Sen, and Sengupta (1998) find a null
effect for marketing alliances, and Koh and Venkatraman
(1991) observe a null effect for marketing joint ventures on
firm abnormal returns.1

These null effects may be due to the samples including
a range of industries (18 in Das, Sen, and Sengupta [1998]
and 11 in Koh and Venkatraman [1991]) rather than a spe-
cific industry, such as the high-tech industry in Kalaig-
nanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan’s (2007) study. In the
absence of industry controls, the impact of marketing
alliances may be obscured by sample heterogeneity (Bass,
Cattin, and Wittink 1978). These null effects may also be
because these studies were conducted on data from more
than 20 years ago (1987–1991 in Das, Sen, and Sengupta
[1998] and 1972–1986 in Koh and Venkatraman [1991])
versus Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan’s (1993–
2004) study. Over time, the contributions of marketing to
the firm have advanced considerably.

2Consistent with the event study approach, all our predictions
and tests involve the immediate returns accruing to the firm during
the event window surrounding the announcement.

Given the importance of marketing alliances, the
paucity of research on the impact of marketing alliances on
value creation, and the shortcomings of the available stud-
ies, we investigate this issue again. Consistent with our pre-
vious arguments, we expect that the announcement of mar-
keting alliances results in a positive reaction from the stock
market. Thus, we posit the following:2

H1: The announcement of a marketing alliance creates posi-
tive firm abnormal returns.

Do Firm Networks Influence Firm
Abnormal Returns from Marketing

Alliance Announcements?
Value Creation Mechanisms
Firm networks influence abnormal returns from marketing
alliance announcements through three mechanisms. These
mechanisms, which are derived from literature on the
resource-based view of the firm and literature on market-
based assets, play a role across the specific network charac-
teristics we subsequently discuss.

First, networks multiply alliance benefits. Anderson,
Håkansson, and Johanson (1994) refer to this as the trans-
ferability mechanism of networks. Alliance-to-network
transfers multiply the value created in the announced
alliance because the firm deploys or replicates the value
across geographies, industries, markets, or product lines in
the firm’s network. Network-to-alliance transfers multiply
the value created in the announced alliance because the firm
uses information and other resources from the network to
create value in the announced alliance (Cohen and
Levinthal 1990). When transfers of either type are effective,
networks can help firms lock out competition and create
dominant standards, particularly in markets (e.g., computer
software) in which network externalities are crucial to con-
sumers’ adoption of products and services (Frels, Shervani,
and Srivastava 2003). These multiplier mechanisms play a
role in network centrality, efficiency, and reputation and in
the firm’s ability to create value from its network of previ-
ous alliances.

Second, networks facilitate alliance compliance. When
networks increase the pressure on a new partner to cooper-
ate, to follow rules, and/or to conform to standards or
norms, the firm needs to exert less pressure or to engage 
in less monitoring (Heide, Wathne, and Rokkan 2007).
Compliance occurs because partners fear sanctions (due to
network density), because partners conform to the requests
of a central or high-reputation network player, or because
partners are not competing in the same industry (due to net-
work efficiency).

Third, networks signal firm and alliance quality. Creat-
ing value from an alliance is not easy, and most alliances
fail (Gulati and Kletter 2005). Thus, the existence of a net-
work provides information about the firm’s ability to sus-
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FIGURE 1
Network Characteristics and Definitions

Key:
•Boxes represent firms.
•Box shade signifies the firm’s industry membership.
•Box size signifies the firm’s reputation.
•Lines represent the existence of an alliance between two
firms.

•Line heaviness reflects the strength of the alliance
between two firms (not examined herein).

Network centrality: The number of firms with which a firm is
directly connected. Firms A and D are the most central, and
Firms E and H are the least central.

Network efficiency: The degree to which the firm’s network
of alliances involves firms that possess nonredundant
knowledge, skills, and capabilities. Firms B and C have the
most efficient network, and Firms E, F, G, and H have the
least.

Network density: The degree of interconnectedness among
various actors in a network. Firms B, C, and F have the
densest networks, and Firms E, G, and H have the least.

Network reputation: The aggregate-level quality ascribed to
organizations in a firm’s network. If we assume that the
large boxes (i.e., Firm G) have a reputation score of 1 and
the small boxes have a reputation score of 0, the average
network reputation is highest for Firms B, C, and H and
lowest for Firm E.

Network
Characteristics A B C D E F G H

Network 
centrality 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00

Network
efficiencya 0.09 0.25 0.25 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 .00

Network 
density 0.17 1.00 1.00 0.33 0.00 1.00 0.00 .00

Network
reputation 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.50 1.00

aThe focal firm’s industry is ignored in this analysis.
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3Network centrality as closeness (i.e., the distance between
firms in a network; Bond et al. 2004) and betweenness (i.e., the
degree to which a firm is positioned on the shortest path between
pairs of other firms; Tsai and Ghoshal 1998) has also been exam-
ined. We selected degree centrality given our focus on a firm’s ego
network of alliances as the unit of analysis. Closeness and
betweenness centrality are more relevant when focusing on the
entire network as the unit of analysis.

tain alliances. Furthermore, a network is difficult for com-
petitors to replicate and to substitute with alternative
resources (Barney 1991; Peteraf 1993). Finally, networks
can serve as a barrier to entry. This mechanism plays a role
in network centrality, in network reputation, and in the
overall ability of a firm to generate better value from its net-
work of marketing alliances over time.

Using the logic of these three mechanisms, we now
offer formal hypotheses that link firm network characteris-
tics to firm abnormal returns from a marketing alliance
announcement. Figure 1 provides a graphic illustration of
the network variables we examine.

Network Centrality

Three aspects of network centrality have been widely
adopted: degree, closeness, and betweenness (Freeman
1979; Houston et al. 2004). We focus on degree centrality,
or the number of firms to which a firm is directly con-
nected.3 Research shows that central actors tend to select
good partners (Gulati 1998, 1999; Podolny and Stuart 1995;
Powell, Koput, and Smith–Doerr 1996). However, beyond
its effects on partner selection, how does network centrality
enhance firm abnormal returns from a new alliance?

First, network centrality gives the firm an opportunity to
multiply alliance benefits through both alliance-to-network
transfers and network-to-alliance transfers. Alliance-to-
network transfers can offer substantial opportunities for
growth as the central firm applies the particular product or
activity from the new alliance across its network (Capaldo
2007; Grewal, Lilien, and Mallapragada 2006). For exam-
ple, IBM used its alliance with Nortel to identify new data-
networking solutions, which it applied to its network of
hardware and software vendors to create industry standards
for enterprise data centers. Network-to-alliance transfers
offer the central firm the opportunity to apply marketing
processes or technologies developed in the network for the
benefit of the alliance (Gulati 1998; Powell, Koput, and
Smith–Doerr 1996). For example, Eli Lilly applied experi-
ence from its network of alliances to create a successful
alliance with ICOS when developing the drug Cialis.

Second, a central position reflects more social capital
(Burt 2000) or status (Podolny 1993). As a result, alliance
partners infer that a central network position means that the
firm can wield power and influence. As a result, partners are
likely to grant a central firm more bargaining power, which
enables the firm to design the new relationship for stronger
financial performance. For these reasons, we hypothesize
the following:

H2: There is a positive relationship between firm network cen-
trality and firm abnormal returns due to a marketing
alliance announcement.

Network Efficiency

Network efficiency refers to the degree to which the firm’s
network of alliances involves firms that possess nonredun-
dant knowledge, skills, and capabilities (Baum, Calabrese,
and Silverman 2000; Burt 2004; Granovetter 1973). How
does network efficiency influence firm abnormal returns
from a new alliance announcement?
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On the positive side, highly efficient networks increase
firm exposure to novel information from allying with firms
from different industries (Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman
2000; Beckman and Haunschild 2002; Powell, Koput, and
Smith-Doerr 1996; Schilling and Phelps 2007; Uzzi 1996,
1997). In turn, this increases the likelihood that the firm
will find additional opportunities to transfer what it has
learned in the new alliance to other network members and
to bring novel new resources to bear on its management of
the new alliance. Both increase the benefits the firm derives
from the newly announced alliance. Aiding these transfers
is the lack of competition for the same customers between
firms in efficient networks, which increases motivation to
cooperate (Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). On the nega-
tive side, these differences also reduce the ability to cooper-
ate because knowledge is unique and goals are not shared
among network members (Galaskiewicz 1985; Goerzen and
Beamish 2005; Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). Therefore,
although highly efficient networks enhance firm access to
novel information, this information may be too different
from the firm’s strategies and goals to be useful in the new
alliance.

Thus, a moderate amount of network efficiency may
have the most positive effect on firm abnormal returns from
the new alliance. Consistent with this, research has demon-
strated that moderate levels of network efficiency result in
the highest levels of firm innovation (Baum, Calabrese, and
Silverman 2000; Wuyts, Stremersch, and Dutta 2004).
Firms with moderate levels of network efficiency also bal-
ance the costs of dependence with the benefits of a lean and
focused set of partners. A highly efficient network means
that the firm has alliances with a small number of partners
from any one industry, which increases the risk of being
locked in with an unsuccessful alliance partner if the rela-
tionship fails. Given this risk, it is not surprising that firms
such as Microsoft use a strategy of establishing multiple
partnerships to serve the same function, which reduces net-
work efficiency (Gulati, Nohria, and Zaheer 2000). How-
ever, low levels of network efficiency can also have signifi-
cant disadvantages by fostering learning races or unhealthy
competition between redundant partners.

For all these reasons, a moderate level of network effi-
ciency is likely to produce the highest levels of value from
the new alliance. At moderate levels, the firm gains the
benefits of network redundancy without creating corre-
sponding inefficiencies and risks. Thus, we predict the
following:

H3: There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between firm
network efficiency and firm abnormal returns due to a
marketing alliance announcement.

Network Density

Network density refers to the degree of interconnectedness
among various actors in a network (Coleman 1988, 1990).
High network density brings two key advantages to the new
marketing alliance. First, because all partners are con-
nected, high-quality information can be easily disseminated
in dense networks (Lee 2007; Uzzi 1997). Network-to-
alliance transfers and alliance-to-network transfers function

4Although the opportunism-curbing effects of network density
are greater when the new partner is deeply embedded in the firm’s
network, our predicted effect does not depend on this, because the
new partner should be motivated to maintain its reputation in the
industry for future alliances as well. Negative information in the
firm’s dense network could hurt these future alliance prospects.

effectively, which increases the value of the new alliance.
Second, network density reduces the likelihood that the new
partner will behave opportunistically (Antia and Frazier
2001; Coleman 1988). The collective monitoring and sanc-
tioning associated with a dense network acts as a check on
new partner behavior (Kreps 1990; Rowley, Behrens, and
Krackhardt 2000; Walker, Kogut, and Shan 1997). As a
result, the firm needs to invest less in monitoring the new
alliance to achieve coordination (Rindfleisch and Heide
1997).4

Despite these benefits, dense networks bring two dis-
tinct disadvantages that may reduce the value of the newly
announced alliance. Given that more information is shared
in dense networks, the firm may have less flexibility to
adopt a distinct strategy that is optimal for the new alliance.
Relatedly, the high level of information sharing also makes
it difficult for firms to adopt a strategy of selectively sharing
sensitive information with different partners to maximize
the value of the alliance. For example, a firm may want to
share secrets with the new partner to induce reciprocal shar-
ing but not with other partners that have less to share.

Given these contrasting viewpoints, moderate network
density is likely to be optimal. In summary, high density
levels improve information transfers between the network
and the new alliance and reduce new partner opportunism.
However, high levels also reduce firm flexibility in manag-
ing the new alliance. Conversely, low levels reduce infor-
mation transfers and increase new partner opportunism but
increase firm flexibility to act unilaterally with the new
partner. Given these trade-offs, we hypothesize a nonlinear
effect in which moderate density provides the optimal bene-
fit to a firm announcing a new alliance.

H4: There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between firm
network density and firm abnormal returns due to a mar-
keting alliance announcement.

Network Reputation

Reputation is an intangible quality ascribed by other actors
in a social system that is determined by the actor’s past
actions (Coleman 1988; Podolny 1993; Raub and Weesie
1990). Thus, firm network reputation is the aggregate-level
quality ascribed to organizations in a firm’s network. Repu-
tation can spill over to boost the perceived quality of associ-
ated actors (Megginson and Weiss 1991). Reputation can
also limit false claims as actors attempt to maintain the
integrity of the quality signal (Rao, Qu, and Ruekert 1999).

Given these theoretical rationales, positive spillovers
and signals from a firm’s high-reputation network can
improve value creation from a new marketing alliance for
several reasons. First, the firm’s high-reputation network
may spill over to the new alliance. Second, the firm’s high-
reputation network may also signal that the firm has knowl-
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edge and skills for managing alliances, which will increase
investors’ belief that the firm will be successful in the new
alliance (Anderson, Håkansson, and Johanson 1994). Third,
a high-reputation network puts pressure on the firm to per-
form well in the new alliance to maintain the quality signal.
We hypothesize the following:

H5: There is a positive relationship between network reputa-
tion and firm abnormal returns due to a marketing alliance
announcement.

Marketing Alliance Capability

Marketing alliance capability refers to the ability of firms to
generate higher returns from marketing alliances over time.
Although it is not a network characteristic in the literature
(Van den Bulte and Wuyts 2007), marketing alliance capa-
bility is a network-level view of the firm’s ability to extract
greater levels of value from alliances over time. Scholars
have examined firm capabilities associated with alliance
partner selection and alliance management as a key factor in
alliance success (Gulati 1998; Kale, Dyer, and Singh 2002;
Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria 1998). Thus, we focus on how
marketing alliance capability influences value creation from
a new alliance.

Marketing alliance capability influences value creation
from a marketing alliance announcement in two ways. First,
the capability is a signal of firm quality. Thus, the stock
market should infer that a firm with a strong marketing
alliance capability from its network of past alliances will
extract value from the current alliance as well. Second, the
capability reflects a firm’s success in managing alliances
among its network of partnerships. Thus, investors may
infer that the firm will have more opportunity to multiply
the benefits from the new marketing alliance across a
broader network of previous alliance partners. In turn, this
can enhance the ratio of private (relative to common) bene-
fits a firm generates in a given marketing alliance (Gulati,
Nohria, and Zaheer 2000). When accrued over time, these
private benefits can help a firm lock out competition (Frels,
Shervani, and Srivastava 2003). Therefore, we posit the
following:

H6: There is a positive relationship between firm marketing
alliance capability and firm abnormal returns due to a
marketing alliance announcement.

Method
Data Sources

We drew data on strategic alliances from the SDC Joint
Ventures & Strategic Alliances database. SDC provides
descriptions of alliances and participants. It obtains infor-
mation on alliances from public sources, including Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission filings, trade publications,
and news/wire service reports. Stock returns were gathered
from Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), and
other firm information was gathered from COMPUSTAT.

Firm and Alliance Sample

The sample consisted of firms in the computer software
industry (i.e., Standard Industrial Classification [SIC] codes

5For example, for a marketing alliance announced in 1998, we
constructed the network variables using alliances announced from
1992 to 1997. Although there is variation in terms of the period
used to define a network, some research uses either five or seven
years for network measures (Gulati and Gargiulo 1999; Schilling
and Phelps 2007). A sensitivity analyses indicates that our results
do not change if we use alternative numbers of years.

7372 and 7373) that announced alliances from 1988 to
2005. We drew the sample of firms from this industry for
two reasons. First, the high-tech sector has been viewed his-
torically as receiving less value from marketing (Workman
1993). Second, we wanted to examine our hypotheses
within a single industry to limit extraneous sources of vari-
ance (Bass, Cattin, and Wittink 1978).

Following recent research (Lavie 2007), we took three
steps to generate the firm sample. First, we identified all the
public firms in SIC codes 7372 and 7373 that announced an
alliance from 1988 to 2005. Second, to facilitate the calcu-
lation of network characteristics, we focused only on firms
that had been in existence for five years preceding the
alliance announcement.5 Using this criterion, the sample
consisted of 273 firms. Third, to ensure that we could calcu-
late abnormal returns, we cross-checked the firms in the
CRSP database and found data available for 250 firms.

We took the following steps to generate our sample of
alliances from these firms. First, we located 7566 alliances
announced by these 250 firms. Second, we classified each
alliance as marketing or nonmarketing by electronically
coding the alliance description using a dictionary of market-
ing terms. Of all alliances, 80% could be classified using
this approach. Two independent judges manually classified
the remaining 20%. Interjudge reliability was 90%, and dif-
ferences were resolved through discussion. Using this pro-
cedure, we identified 1135 marketing alliances. Third, to
observe stock market outcomes, we constrained the sample
to alliances for which complete data were available from
the COMPUSTAT and CRSP databases. Furthermore, to
calculate marketing resources, we needed data for the ten
years preceding the alliance announcement. This resulted in
a sample of 495 alliance announcements.

Fourth, we carefully inspected each announcement and
eliminated those that involved alliance terminations or con-
tinuations of previously announced alliances. This left a
sample of 378 marketing alliances. We then eliminated (1)
alliances with no clearly identifiable announcement date,
alliances with press announcements before the SDC
announcement date, and alliance announcements that could
not be cross-verified in another database (n = 15 alliances
lost) and (2) alliances that involved more than two partners
(to ensure that we could account for partner characteristics
in a uniform manner) (n = 63 alliances lost). This resulted
in 300 marketing alliances. Finally, we focused only on
marketing alliances that involved a publicly traded partner
because we wanted to control for partner characteristics that
are only available for publicly traded firms. The resultant
sample consisted of 230 marketing alliances involving 103
firms. We acknowledge that the imposed restrictions could
result in selection biases. However, pragmatic considera-
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tions dictated the constraints that were imposed at various
stages.

In terms of descriptive information about the sample of
firms and partners, we observe the following: assets (mil-
lions of dollars): firm (M = $21,762, SD = $32,186) versus
partner (M = $28,743, SD = $63,671); sales (millions of
dollars): firm (M = $16,900, SD = $26,515) versus partner
(M = $19,392, SD = $26,397); market capitalization (mil-
lions of dollars): firm (M = $58,932, SD = $110,091) versus
partner (M = $40,679, SD = $70,729); total employees: firm
(M = 61,042, SD = 100,400) versus partner (M = 59,769,
SD = 87,566). These differences are not significant, except
that firm market cap is greater than partner market cap.
Given the market cap and asset profile of firms and part-
ners, our sample can be characterized as midsized firms.

Dependent Variable: Firm Abnormal Stock
Returns

Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics and correlations
for our variables. Our dependent variable is the firm’s
abnormal stock returns. Using a standard event study
method, we calculated firm abnormal returns using two
approaches—the conventional market model and the Fama–
French model as modified by Carhart (1997).

Market model. To estimate the market model, we used
daily data on the stock market returns of each firm from the
CRSP database during a 240-day period ending ten days
before the event day: rit = αi + βirmt + εit, where rit denotes
the daily returns for firm i on day t, rmt is the daily returns
on the equally weighted index (constituting all stocks listed
in CRSP), αi and βi are firm-specific parameters, and εit is
distributed i.i.d. normal (Brown and Warner 1985). We then
used the estimates obtained from this model to predict the
daily returns for each firm for the event day, rit = 
where rit is the predicted daily return and and are the
model estimates. Thus, we calculated daily firm-specific
abnormal returns (ARit) for firm i at time t as ARit = rit – rit.
The cumulative abnormal returns for the event period rang-
ing from t1 to t2 is CARi[t1, t2] = The cumula-
tive average abnormal return over various event windows
beginning with t1 and ending in t2 is 
CAR[t1, t2]/N.

The chosen event window should be long enough to
account for dissemination of information regarding the
alliance announcement over time. To avoid leakage con-
cerns and to ensure that our event dates are accurate, we fol-
lowed a two-step procedure. First, we performed a manual
verification of press announcement as discussed previously.
Second, following other research (Agrawal and Kamakura
1995; Geyskens, Gielens, and Dekimpe 2002), we calcu-
lated the cumulative average abnormal returns for various
windows (+10 days to –10 days) and tested the significance
of various event windows using the t-statistic described by
Brown and Warner (1985). Consistent with Geyskens, Gie-
lens, and Dekimpe (2002), we selected the event window
with the most significant t-statistic, day –2 to day +1.

Fama–French model. The Fama–French model has
gained prominence because of its ability to explain stock

CAAR t ,t1 2
= =Σ i

N
1

Σ t t
t

itAR= 1
2 .

β̂iα̂ i

ˆ ˆ ,α βi i mtr+

6To gauge the information available to analysts, we took the fol-
lowing steps: First, for a sample of the top ten software firms on
The Software 500 (IBM, Microsoft, EDS, Hewlett-Packard,
Accenture, Computer Sciences Corporation, Oracle, SAP,
Capgemini, and Hitachi), we searched their 2007 annual reports
for the words “alliance,” “partnership,” and “network.” We elimi-
nated references to the term “network” when it referred to non-
partnership-based networks, such as Microsoft’s Real Network.
The average frequency of these terms was as follows: alliance
(M = 6.7, SD = 6.6), partnership (M = 4.3, SD = 3.3), and network
(M = 7.1, SD = 11.1). In many cases, the annual reports for the
software companies make bold statements about the firm’s net-
works, alliances, and partnerships. For example, SAP’s annual
report refers to “The SAP Ecosystem: A Worldwide Network of
Innovation” that is built from “a diverse network of partners,
developers, business experts, and users.” Likewise, IBM reports
“Alliance Investments” and “Strategic Alliances” listed as “Intan-
gible Assets.” Second, we performed a search in Proquest News-
papers for the top ten firms in The Software 500 for the articles
with the name of the company in the title or abstract and the word
“partnership” or “alliance” in the text for the last 12 months. We
did not include reference to the term “network” because this
would have produced hundreds of articles referring to computer
networks, not business networks. We also eliminated the count for
Microsoft, which during this year was in negotiations with Yahoo,
thus producing a large number of articles on this partnership (i.e.,
approximately 75% of the 356 qualifying newspaper articles about
Microsoft involve the Yahoo merger). With these rules, we
observed that in the last year alone, the articles referencing part-
nerships or alliances per firm were reasonably high (M = 13.2,
SD = 9.6).

market movements (Fama and French 1993, 1996). As
modified by Carhart (1997), the four-factor model builds on
the previously described market model and includes three
additional factors to explain the excess returns rit, as
follows:

rit = αi + βirmt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + uiUMDt + εi,t,

where, in addition to the return on the overall market index
(CRSP value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ index),
SMBt is the return differential between portfolios of small
and large market capitalization stocks, HMLt is the differ-
ential between portfolios of high- (value) and low- (growth)
book-to-market ratio stocks, and UMDt is the differential
between portfolios of high- and low-prior-return stocks. As
in the market model, we used the estimates obtained from
this model to predict the daily returns for each firm for the
event day. Using the actual (rit) and estimated (rit) daily
returns, we calculated firm-specific daily abnormal returns
as ARit = rit – rit, where ARit are the daily firm-specific
abnormal returns. Firm-specific cumulative abnormal
returns, CARit, pertain to the firm’s abnormal returns aggre-
gated across the event window.

Role of networks. Our tests are premised on the idea that
information about a firm’s network of relationships plays a
role in investor reactions to a firm’s announcement of a new
alliance. What evidence do we have for this view? First,
many analysts are assigned to investigate particular firms
and thus accumulate a great deal of information about the
firms’ partnerships over time. This information is available
in press releases and in each firm’s own public documents,
such as 10-K reports.6 Thus, it is reasonable to conclude
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Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1. Firm abnormal returns (Fama–French) .014 .057 1.0000
2. Firm network centrality 82.320 104.920 –.0370 1.000
3. Firm network efficiency .033 .176 .4410 –.064 1.000
4. Firm network density .440 .520 .3640 .110 .293 1.000
5. Firm network reputation .046 .576 –.0660 –.001 .011 –.111 1.000
6. Firm marketing alliance capability .001 .040 .1570 –.004 .009 .063 –.026 1.000
7. Firm alliance experience (in hundreds) 1.792 5.770 –.0600 .395 –.071 –.059 –.064 .017 1.000
8. Firm marketing resources .596 2.434 –.1100 .533 –.104 –.080 .468 .034 .229 1.000
9. Change in firm network density –.011 .186 –.0860 .067 .035 .078 .018 –.031 .018 –.021 1.000

10. Change in firm network efficiency .000 .003 –.0470 –.018 –.028 .004 –.027 –.003 –.007 –.030 .332 1.000
11. Change in firm network reputation –.005 .007 –.0530 –.066 .055 –.094 –.042 –.190 –.100 –.102 –.032 .002 1.000
12. Partner network centrality 51.732 50.199 .0040 –.059 .061 –.044 .067 –.180 –.073 –.026 –.010 .000 –.170 1.000
13. Partner network efficiency .079 .168 .0410 –.232 .019 .079 .126 –.037 –.123 –.126 .023 –.006 –.070 .198 1.000
14. Partner network density .452 .499 –.0870 .087 –.048 –.093 –.027 –.031 .210 .241 .059 –.024 –.101 –.034 .272 1.000
15. Partner network reputation .340 .320 .0640 .178 .033 .029 .008 –.015 .086 –.017 .064 –.013 –.106 .697 .191 .073 1.000
16. Partner marketing alliance capability –.002 .016 –.1970 –.008 –.155 –.147 –.005 .012 .002 .018 –.044 .014 .044 .044 –.062 –.043 .028 1.000
17. Partner marketing resources .269 1.360 –.0530 .203 –.102 –.047 –.030 .021 .307 .229 –.013 .000 –.046 –.046 –.083 .131 –.029 –.008 1.000
18. Relative size of alliance partners .126 .695 .0001 .080 .005 –.043 .219 .006 –.020 .234 .000 –.014 .022 –.044 –.050 .012 –.032 –.121 –.016 1.00

TABLE 1
Descriptive Information and Intercorrelations
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that investors do not need network-level information about
the firm to form impressions about the firm’s network.
Instead, over time, the analyst will be exposed to informa-
tion about the firm’s alliances and then form an aggregate-
level impression about the network characteristics.

Second, conversations with the head of sales for SDC
indicated that investment firms and banks are a large num-
ber of its clients. Thus, gathering alliance information is
easy and can be done at a low cost. Third, industry (e.g.,
Standard & Poor’s; see http://www.softwaremag.com/) and
government (e.g., Department of Justice, Securities and
Exchange Commission) sources regularly collect informa-
tion about industry licensing, alliances, mergers, and acqui-
sitions for both competitive and legal reasons. Finally, there
is evidence that investors examine the firm’s network of
partners during important firm events, such an initial public
offerings (Cook, Kieschnick, and Van Ness 2006).

Measures of Key Independent Variables

Firm network centrality. We operationalized network
centrality as degree centrality. We measured firm degree
centrality by the number of partners directly connected to a
firm (Freeman 1979; Scott 1991). Consistent with this, we
measured firm degree centrality as the number of direct
firm partners in the five years preceding the alliance
announcement year. We used all alliances in the firm’s net-
work to create this and the other network measures.

Firm network efficiency. Consistent with previous
research (Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman 2000), we mea-
sured network efficiency by the number of firm partners in
nonoverlapping SIC codes in the five years preceding the
year of alliance announcement. The measure is a variation
of the Hirschman–Herfindahl index. Specifically, a firm’s
network efficiency is as follows:

Network Efficiencyi = [1 – Σij(PropAllij)2]/TAi,

where PropAllij is the proportion of all firm i’s alliances that
are in SIC code j and TAi is the total number of alliances.
For example, a firm with a total of six alliances, two of
which appear in each of three different SIC codes, will have
a network efficiency score of [1 – (2/6)2 + (2/6)2 + (2/6)2]/
6 = .111, whereas a firm with a total of six alliances, five of
which are in one SIC code and one of which is in another
SIC code, will have a network efficiency calculation of [1 –
(5/6)2 + (1/6)2]/6 = .046.

Firm network density. Our measure focuses on local
network density rather than on global density because ties
between firms in distant regions of the network are less
likely to affect the firm learning and performance. To cap-
ture the firm’s local network density, we analyzed the
matrix of ties among the firm’s direct partners. Our measure
of local density is the total number of unique relationships
between a firm’s partners divided by the total number of
possible ties among its partners if each partner were tied to
every other partner (Rowley, Behrens, and Krackhardt
2000).

Firm network reputation. We measured network reputa-
tion using an approach consistent with Houston and John-

7Although we could have used the reputation score Fortune
gives to each firm on the list, given the small number of firms
included on the list relative to the large number of partners in our
firm’s networks, 0/1 appears to be a more valid indicator. Specifi-
cally, for the period used in our research, Fortune selected firms
with the highest reputation scores within their industries to
include. Given this, we concluded that the mere presence of a firm
on the list signals its excellent reputation within its industry, and
we used a dummy variable to capture whether a firm was on the
list.

son (2000) and Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan
(2007). Specifically, we assessed the reputation of each
partner firm in the firm’s network using Fortune’s reputa-
tion survey. If a partner was listed among the top Fortune
100 firms, we gave it a value of 1; if not, we gave it a value
of 0. We then averaged the reputation scores across all part-
ners within a firm’s prior network of alliances. Thus, the
final measure ranged from 0 to 1.7

Firm marketing alliance capability. Our measure uses
the trend in the firm’s ability to generate abnormal returns
from alliances over time. To calculate, we first determined
the average abnormal returns accruing to all firm marketing
alliances in a year and the previous year, as well as the dif-
ference in average abnormal return (ΔAAR). We calculated
ΔAAR for the ten-year period preceding the alliance
announcement. We then used an exponential smoothing
model and calculated the trend or smoothed average for this
series, such that recent ΔAARs are weighted more than pre-
vious ΔAARs. This smoothed average is our measure of
alliance capability for a given firm/year.

Control Variables

The value created by a marketing alliance should be influ-
enced by firm marketing resources. Likewise, firms may
rely on external partners to overcome a deficiency of mar-
keting resources (Swaminathan, Murshed, and Hulland
2008). If so, partner marketing resources should affect the
firm’s abnormal returns from the announced alliance. To
measure the firm or partner marketing resources, we fol-
lowed Dutta, Narasimhan, and Rajiv (1999) and used four
indicators: (1) the installed base of customers (i.e., firm
sales), (2) firm resources devoted to building customer rela-
tionships (i.e., firm receivables), (3) marketing expenditures
(i.e., firm selling, general, and administrative expenses),
and (4) firm advertising expenditures. Dutta, Narasimhan,
and Rajiv also include a firm’s base of technical know-how
because it represents the stock of technical know-how that
might be converted to products or processes and sold to cus-
tomers. We use research-and-development expenditures as
an indicator of a firm’s base of technical know-how because
it is more relevant in the software industry.

Following Dutta, Narasimhan, and Rajiv (1999), we
obtained these five measures for the firm or partner for the
ten years preceding the alliance announcement. Data were
weighted using a Koyck lag function. For example,
ADSTOCK = where t = 1,
2, …, 10 years. We empirically determined a smoothing
constant, used to minimize prediction errors, by testing dif-
ferent weights. Because the resources are highly correlated,
introducing these measures into the model independently

δk
k t t k

kADEXPENSE=
= −∑ ∫ ×1 ,
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8We did not include change in network centrality because net-
work centrality refers to the number of unique partners a firm is
connected to in its network. Thus, if network centrality increases
as a function of the alliance, this means that the new alliance is
with a new partner. Therefore, the change in network centrality is
the same as the repeat partnering control variable.

may create multicollinearity. For this reason, we combined
these resources through a principal components analysis to
form an index of firm marketing resources.

Alliance experience contributes to value creation from
alliances (Anand and Khanna 2000; Kalaignanam, Shankar,
and Varadarajan 2007). We measured firm alliance experi-
ence by calculating the total number of alliances announced
by a firm (both marketing and nonmarketing alliances) in
the ten years preceding the announcement.

To correct for the size of alliance partners, we measured
the relative size of alliance partners as the ratio of market
capitalization of the firm to the partner (Moeller, Schlinge-
mann, and Stulz 2004). We measured market capitalization
by multiplying the number of shares and the share prices at
the end of the year. Subsequently, we demonstrate that our
results are robust to other measures.

Following previous research on alliances (e.g., Rind-
fleisch and Moorman 2001), we classified intraindustry
alliances as horizontal (20%) and interindustry alliances as
vertical (80%). The dummy variable had a value of 1 for
horizontal alliances and 0 for vertical alliances. Some mar-
keting alliances also have a product development objective,
which we coded unambiguously using the SDC announce-
ment. The dummy variable was 1 if the alliance had both
product development and marketing objectives (26%) and 0
if the alliance had only marketing objectives.

Repeat partnering between firms increases trust
(Goerzen 2007; Wuyts, Stremersch, and Dutta 2004). We
collected repeat partnering information from the SDC data-
base and controlled for it with a dummy variable. Approxi-
mately 5% of alliances were repeat partnerships between
the firm and the partner.

The value of a new alliance can vary depending on how
the new partner’s characteristics change the firm’s network
characteristics. For example, if the new alliance involves a
partner in an industry in which the firm already has an
alliance, this will reduce firm network efficiency, or if the
partner has a high reputation, this will raise the reputation
of the firm’s network. Note that these are not measures of
the partner’s network, which we consider next. Instead, they
are measures of how the partner’s characteristics change the
firm’s network.8

Partner network characteristics can also influence firm
value from a marketing alliance (Lavie 2007). We calcu-
lated partner network centrality, density, efficiency, reputa-
tion, and marketing alliance capability using procedures
identical for the firm.

Partner Selection Model Development and
Estimation

Networks can act as a referral resource that helps firms
identify good alliance partners. Thus, to correctly estimate
the impact of networks on the value created from the new

alliance, it is necessary to control for the potential bias
inherent in the selection process. The selection model
accounts for heterogeneity due to firm and time effects
through a random-effects model. Our final model uses a
random-effects simultaneous model estimation procedure
involving the selection model and the value creation model
(Verbeek and Nijman 1992). Appendix A summarizes our
selection model procedures and results.

Value Creation Model Development and
Estimation

We model the impact of predictor variables on abnormal
stock returns accruing to firm i as a consequence of an
alliance k involving a firm i and partner p announced at
time t as follows:

Abnormal Stock Returnsikt

= β0 + β1(Relative Size of Firm and Partner)k

+ β2(Horizontal Alliance)k + β3(Repeat Partnering)k

+ β4(Marketing Alliance with Product Development 

+ Component)k + β5(Firm Network Centrality)it

+ β6(Firm Network Efficiency)it

+ β7(Firm Network Efficiency2)it

+ β8(Firm Network Density)it

+ β9(Firm Network Density2)it

+ β10(Firm Network Reputation)it

+ β11(Firm Marketing Alliance Capability)it

+ β12(Firm Marketing Resources)it

+ β13(Firm Alliance Experience)it

+ β14(ΔFirm Network Efficiency)it

+ β15(ΔFirm Network Density)it

+ β16(ΔFirm Network Reputation)it

+ β17(Partner Network Centrality)pt

+ β18(Partner Network Efficiency)pt

+ β19(Partner Network Efficiency2)pt

+ β20(Partner Network Density)pt

+ β21(Partner Network Density2)pt

+ β22(Partner Network Reputation)pt

+ β23(Partner Marketing Alliance Capability)pt

+ β24(Partner Marketing Resources)pt

+ β25(Selectivity Parameter)pt + vit.

Alliance characteristics pertain to a given alliance k,
whereas firm, network, and change in network characteris-
tics pertain to a given firm i at time t. Partner characteristics
are specific to partner p at time t. The error term vit consists
of three components and can be represented as v(i, t) = 
x(i, t) + y(i) + z(t), where y(i) represents the firm effect, z(t)
represents the time effect, and x(i, t) represents the remain-
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FIGURE 2
Average Abnormal Returns Before and After a

Marketing Alliance Announcement

Notes: This figure presents the daily firm abnormal returns before
and after the alliance announcement. Day 0 corresponds to
the event day (i.e., day on which marketing alliance was
announced).
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ing error, respectively. We mean-centered the measures
used in this model before forming quadratic terms to ease
interpretation.

Finally, given that the sample consists of multiple
alliance announcements by firms across multiple years, we
require a method that minimizes potential bias due to firm-
specific and time-varying effects. According to the results
of the Hausman test, a random-effects specification is more
appropriate than a fixed-effects model (χ2(25) = 21.31, not
significant [n.s.]). Furthermore, testing for heteroskedastic-
ity and autocorrelation indicated no problems (Drukker
2003; Wooldridge 2002).

Results

Do Marketing Alliance Announcements Increase
Firm Abnormal Returns?
Consistent with standard practice, we first test whether the
cumulative abnormal returns over various event windows
are different from zero. The results from both a t-test
(Brown and Warner 1985) and a two-tailed generalized sign
Z-test statistic suggest that cumulative abnormal returns in
the event window period are positive and significantly dif-
ferent from zero (see Table 2). If we focus on the –2-day to
+1-day event window, the results indicate that a marketing
alliance announcement increases stock returns 1.4% for the
software firm (t = 2.98, p < .01). These results support H1.
Table 2 demonstrates that this finding is also robust across
event windows. Figure 2 depicts the daily returns for the
–10- to +10-day event window (e.g., Tellis and Johnson
2007).

Does a Firm’s Network Affect the Abnormal
Returns from a Marketing Alliance
Announcement?

Recall that these value creation models are estimated simul-
taneously with the selection model (for results, see Appen-
dix A). The selectivity parameter in Table 3 accounts for the
selection bias and is produced as a consequence of the
simultaneous estimation of the selection and value creation
models.

Recall that the error term vit in the value creation equa-
tion for abnormal stock returns consists of three compo-
nents—the firm effect, the time effect, and the remaining
error. Both firm and time effects are significant, and the
variance components for the firm, time, and remaining
errors are .0002 (σ2

y), .0001 (σ2
z), and .001 (σ2

x), respec-
tively; the proportion of the total variance contributed by
the panel-level (firm and time effects) variance component
in the model is 45%.

We estimate two models to test H2–H6 (see Table 3).
Model 1 uses the Fama–French four-factor benchmark.
Model 2 is based on the market model and uses an equally
weighted benchmark portfolio consisting of CRSP stocks.
Both models use the same event window as mentioned pre-
viously (day –2 to day +1). The results associated with our

Fama–French Four-Factor Model Market Model (Equally Weighted)

Event
Window M SD t-Value

Generalized
Sign Z M SD t-Value

Generalized
Sign Z

–3 to +3 days .012 .083 1.56** 2.18*** .011 .080 1.64** 2.05***
–2 to +2 days .016 .068 2.41** 3.10*** .015 .069 2.53** 4.02***
–1 to +1 days .011 .049 2.38** 3.89*** .011 .051 2.33** 4.55***
–1 to 0 days .008 .042 2.02** 3.23*** .008 .044 2.06** 3.50***
0 to +1 days .012 .061 2.69** 3.76*** .013 .043 2.63** 4.42***

–1 to +2 days .012 .072 1.64** 3.23*** .012 .064 1.91** 4.56***
–2 to +1 days .014 .057 2.98** 2.97*** .014 .058 2.96** 4.42***

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.
Notes: We computed the significance of the generalized sign Z statistic using a two-tailed test; t-tests were based on Brown and Warner (1985).

TABLE 2
Cumulative Abnormal Returns Across Various Event Windows
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Model 1: Fama–French Four-Factor
Model (Event Day –2 to +1)

Model 2: Market Model Equally
Weighted (Event Day –2 to +1)

Intercept .0243 (.0131)† .01703 (.01095)

Alliance Characteristics
Relative size of partners .00001 (.00005) –.00002 (.00004)
Horizontal alliance .00968 (.00974) .01998 (.00813)**
Repeat partnership –.00398 (.01513) –.01022 (.01263)
Marketing alliance with product development .00094 (.00849) –.00473 (.0071)

Firm Characteristics
Network centrality .0003 (.00049) .00052 (.00041)
Network efficiency .10344 (.01876)*** .06456 (.01566)***
Network efficiency2 –.18213 (.04018)*** –.12049 (.03353)***
Network density .02843 (.01019)*** .03532 (.0102)***
Network density2 –.05723 (.01251)** –.0232 (.01167)*
Network reputation –.00194 (.00535) .00708 (.00447)
Marketing alliance capability .22486 (.0749)*** .21866 (.06244)***
Alliance experience –.00002 (.00006) –.00001 (.00005)
Marketing resources .00066 (.00799) .00095 (.00669)
Change in network efficiency –.39874 (1.1797) –.3154 (.98841)
Change in network density –.00893 (.01609) .00789 (.01344)
Change in network reputation –.0002 (.00038) .00014 (.00031)

Partner Characteristics
Network centrality –.00027 (.00063) –.00017 (.00052)
Network efficiency –.00917 (.01725) –.0083 (.0144)
Network efficiency2 .00354 (.01127) .00132 (.00941)
Network density .03627 (.05249) .01006 (.04384)
Network density2 –.02329 (.06452) –.00466 (.05389)
Network reputation –.00283 (.00763) .01517 (.0069)**
Marketing alliance capability –.4805 (.17808)*** –.46278 (.14866)***
Marketing resources .00726 (.00827) –.00069 (.00186)

Selectivity Parameter
Lambda –.00283 (.00763) –.0056 (.00638)

R-square 39% 30%
Log-likelihood χ2(d.f. = 25) 166.76*** 131.85***
†p < .10.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

TABLE 3
Value Creation Model Results

hypotheses are robust across these models. Given this, we
discuss only the Fama–French four-factor results.

The overall model is significant (log-likelihood ratio
χ2 = 166.76, p < .001), and the R-square is reasonable
(39%). Considering the hypothesized firm network charac-
teristics, the effect of network centrality on abnormal
returns from the marketing alliance is not significant (β =
.00030, n.s.). Thus, H2 is not supported. The results indicate
a positive and significant main effect (β = .10344, p < .001)
and a negative and significant quadratic effect (β = –.18213,
p < .001) for network efficiency on firm abnormal returns.
These results support H3. The results likewise indicate a
positive and significant main effect (β = .02843, p < .01)
and a negative and significant quadratic effect (β = –.05723,
p < .01) for network density on firm returns. These results
support H4. The results show that network reputation has no
effect (β = –.00194, n.s.), failing to support H5. Finally, the

results show that a firm’s marketing alliance capability has
a positive and significant effect on abnormal returns (β =
.22486, p < .001). This result supports H6.

To determine the inflection point associated with the
nonlinear effects of network efficiency and network density,
we calculate the first partial derivative of the regression
equation with respect to the network efficiency and network
density variables. We identify the inflection point (when the
curve slopes downward), which corresponds to the point at
which the regression of abnormal returns on network effi-
ciency and density is zero at the maximum predicted value
of abnormal returns. Accordingly, the inflection point for
network efficiency is .25. At this point, returns from net-
work efficiency begin to diminish. Note that the inflection
point is higher than the mean for this sample. Still, given
that network efficiency ranges from 0 to 1, the inflection
point falls in the moderate range. The inflection point for
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network density is .60. Up to this point, density increases
the value created from the announced alliance. After that
point, increases in density produce diminishing returns.

Considering the other variables in the model, we find
that neither changes in the firm’s network characteristics (as
a consequence of the alliance announcement) nor a firm’s
own marketing resources (β = .00066, n.s.) affect firm
abnormal stock returns. In terms of partner characteristics,
partner network centrality, efficiency, density, and reputa-
tion are not significant. Similarly, partner marketing
resources are not significant. Notably, only partner market-
ing alliance capability is negative and significant (β =
–.48050, p < .001). Finally, none of the four alliance-level
variables were significant (see Table 3).

The results for the market model are similar to the
Fama–French model with two exceptions: The impact of
horizontal alliance is significant (β = .01998, p < .01), and
the impact of partner network reputation is significant (β =
.01517, p < .01). Taken together, the results provide support
for H1, H3, H4, and H6 but not for H2 and H5. We exten-
sively tested the value creation model for robustness (for
details, see Appendix B).

Discussion
Contributions to Strategic Alliance Research
Our contributions to strategic alliance research are three-
fold. First, prior research on the impact of marketing
alliances on firm value has found mixed results: Kalaig-
nanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan (2007) observe a positive
effect, and Das, Sen, and Sengupta (1998) and Koh and
Venkatraman (1991) observe a null effect. Our findings
indicate a positive effect for marketing alliance announce-
ments on abnormal returns in the computer software
industry.

One reason for the observed differences is that the stud-
ies uncovering a null effect use a wider range of industries.
We focus on software, whereas Kalaignanam, Shankar, and
Varadarajan (2007) focus on information technology and
telecommunications—both technology industries. Given
differences in the value of networks across industries, a
positive effect may have been present in the prior studies
but obscured by sample variability. However, even in our
pooled sample of both firms and their partners, which has a
higher level of sample heterogeneity, we continue to
observe a significant, positive effect for marketing alliances.

Given this, another and more persuasive reason for the
difference is that the two studies involving null effects both
focus on earlier periods (1972–1986 in Koh and Venkatra-
man [1991] and 1987–1991 in Das, Sen, and Sengupta
[1998]). In contrast, Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadara-
jan (2007) focus on alliances announced in the 1993–2004
period, and we focus on alliances announced between 1988
and 2005. We speculate that during the earlier period,
investors viewed marketing alliances as a strategic tool for
firms in mature industries. Therefore, a marketing alliance
announcement was viewed as a signal of a firm’s low
growth prospects within existing markets. Furthermore,
new market entry is risky. If viewed solely as vehicles for
market access, marketing alliances would be historically

undervalued and thus might be contributing to the null
effects in prior research. Since that time, a deeper apprecia-
tion of the role of marketing in growth industries has devel-
oped (e.g., Mizik and Jacobson 2003). Theory has advanced
to clarify the role of alliances in providing firms with access
to knowledge, resources, and reputation.

A second contribution to alliance research is our
demonstration that network characteristics influence value
creation from the announcement of a new marketing
alliance. This finding extends prior alliance research, which
has only indirectly captured the role of networks on firm
value by focusing on the effect of firm alliance experience
and capabilities. Our research offers a portrait of the inde-
pendent effects of firm alliance and network factors. When
including both firm alliance and network factors, we find
that firm alliance experience (measured as the number of
alliances announced by the firm) has no effect. This extends
prior research, which has observed a positive effect (e.g.,
Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan 2007).

A third contribution is our finding involving the positive
effect of a firm’s alliance capability. The results indicate
that the stock market rewards the firm announcing the new
alliance for a track record of successfully managing net-
works of alliances over time. At the same time, the firm’s
returns are weakened when it allies with a partner that has a
similar successful track record. These results indicate that
the stock market uses this information as a signal of how
much the firm will benefit relative to partners (Khanna,
Gulati, and Nohria 1998). This signal may be particularly
valuable in network markets (Frels, Shervani, and Srivas-
tava 2003), such as the software industry studied here. In
these markets, a strong network can be integral to the suc-
cess of new products and allow a firm to erect barriers to
entry. Further research should examine this winner versus
loser finding of alliance capability in other network
industries.

Our research did not examine all the structural, rela-
tional, and legal factors that might influence how alliances
operate. Further research should examine whether these fac-
tors moderate our findings. We also did not examine how
marketing alliance type, such as brand, sales force, or joint
promotion, influences firm value. Further research could
also examine how structural and relational factors interact
with various marketing alliance types to influence alliance
outcomes (see Shah and Swaminathan 2008).

Contributions to Networks Research

Scholars have advocated a rapprochement of the resource-
based view and the network view of organizations, suggest-
ing that networks be viewed as an important firm resource
(Gulati, Nohria, and Zaheer 2000; Madhavan, Koka, and
Prescott 1998). Our findings support this. Much of the tra-
ditional literature on the resource-based view has suggested
that value-creating resources must be owned and controlled
by the firm (Barney 1991). This view has come under attack
from theorists advocating that firms can generate value
from market-based assets they do not own (Lavie 2007;
Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey 1998). Instead, firms can
derive value from merely having access to resources. Our
findings strongly support this latter idea and add the firm’s
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network to the set of assets that can produce firm value.
Although various scholars have suggested the possibility
that networks contribute to alliance performance (e.g.,
Gulati 1998), empirical research is scarce. Our research
bridges this gap and offers the following contributions.

First, given that network efficiency is viewed as a
double-edged sword that can both strengthen and destroy
value creation, our findings help clarify the level at which
network efficiency can benefit the new alliance. Further
research should offer stronger evidence regarding the
mechanisms for how network efficiency creates these dis-
parate effects. With better insight, further research could
offer strategies for mitigating these problems, which might
help firms proactively manage their networks.

Second, the literature on networks is rife with examples
of how network density can both strengthen and weaken
value creation. We find that at low to moderate levels,
increasing network density improves value creation from
marketing alliances. However, beyond moderate levels,
increasing network density becomes detrimental to firm
value. We argue that network density makes it difficult for
the firm to customize its management of a given alliance,
including the ability to selectively share information or
resources. This behavior may be particularly important in
the software business—a knowledge-based industry. Fur-
thermore, given the intangible nature of the product, the
compliance benefits of density may be less important to
software firms because relationships are based on trust. If
so, as firms embrace an ethic of open innovation, the bene-
fits of dense networks should continue to decrease.

Third, prior research has found that network centrality
and network reputation affect the probability of alliance for-
mation (e.g., Gulati 1999). Our selection model results sup-
port these effects. However, we do not observe any addi-
tional effects on firm value creation beyond these partner
selection effects. One explanation for these results resides
in our measures. Further research could investigate the role
of other types of network centrality (see Van den Bulte and
Wuyts 2007). Given our focus on a firm’s ego network, we
use degree centrality. Other measures of network centrality
(e.g., betweenness, closeness, eigenvector) are also worth
examining. For example, betweenness centrality, a measure
of the degree to which the firm is “in the middle of things,”
provides information about the firm’s ability to manage
resource flows. This may influence the firm’s ability to gen-
erate more value from network partners. Likewise, other
measures of firm reputation could be used to provide a
stronger test.

Beyond measurement challenges, there may be more
fundamental reasons for these null effects. Burt (1980) dis-
tinguishes between relational and positional advantages in a
network. Centrality and reputation represent the positional
network properties (i.e., size and status indicators). For
example, when a firm is central, it has more relationships,
and when it is in a high-reputation network, it has more sta-
tus. These positional characteristics influence the value of
the new alliance through greater partner selectivity, but not
through partner management. Conversely, relational charac-
teristics affect both partner selection and management.
These findings are consistent with the works of Baum,

Calabrese, and Silverman (2000), who find that network
efficiency is more important to biotech start-ups than the
size of a firm’s network; Moran (2005), who observes that
the nature, not the number, of ties is more important to per-
formance; and Van den Bulte, Lievens, and Moenaert
(2004), who conclude that density is more important than
centrality in interorganizational networks.

Finally, our research is not without limitations. First,
our focus is on firm abnormal returns in the event window
surrounding the announcement, not in the long run.
Although the value of the announcement is not discernible
in the long run in our findings, this effect should be revealed
in subsequent alliance announcements because of the net-
work effects that accumulate. Second, consistent with
recent developments in finance, further research could
account for time-varying stock price volatility in estimating
the abnormal returns at the time of alliance announcement
(Brown and Warner 1985). Third, our event study approach
is based on the assumption of efficient capital markets.
Though not our focus, we expect that further research will
continue to challenge and test the validity of this theory’s
assumptions.

A worthwhile extension of this research would be to
consider the non–stock market impact of the moderating
role of firm networks. This approach would be valuable in
teasing out network effects due to increased revenue, lower
costs, or increased innovation. Examining how interactions
of marketing capability with network characteristics influ-
ence stock market returns is another worthwhile avenue for
further research.

Contributions to Marketing Practice

Marketing alliances and outsourcing payoffs. Our find-
ings provide evidence that marketing alliances create this
value, even in high-tech industries in which the contribution
of strategic marketing actions has been challenged (Dutta,
Narasimhan, and Rajiv 1999). Thus, rather than being
viewed as a sign of weakness (as previous researchers have
indicated), marketing alliances should be viewed as a
strength, as shown by the increase in abnormal stock returns
to both partners in the marketing alliance. Furthermore,
marketing alliances offer much more flexibility than joint
ventures/mergers and acquisitions while offering the same
benefits of access to new markets and customers.

This result is particularly important in a recessionary
era marked by budget cuts and softening demand, in which
companies are under pressure to improve productivity. Mar-
keting alliances can be an effective mechanism for achiev-
ing productivity and growth. Through alliances, managers
can combine or pool resources with other companies to out-
source aspects of their own firm that are peripheral to their
core competencies. This notion of “shrinking the core and
expanding the periphery” (Gulati and Kletter 2005) high-
lights the value of outsourcing as a means to reduce costs
associated with noncore activities while helping firms redi-
rect resources to areas that are consistent with their
competencies.

Managing marketing alliance capability as a firm asset.
Rather than being a function of luck or serendipity, the
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results demonstrate that marketing alliance capability is a
learned skill that firms can use to increase value from future
marketing alliances. How should firms invest to build such
a capability? Approaches range from having dedicated
resources within the firms to help identify good marketing
partners to designing capabilities to initiate, implement,
maintain/grow, and dissolve marketing alliances in an effec-
tive manner.

Managing networks as firm assets. Networks are not
just the product of a series of past alliances, they are also an
important predictor of future alliance success. We offer
managers three theoretical mechanisms by which specific
firm network characteristic have this important future
effect. Although further research will need to determine the
exact nature of these effects, we point to network-to-
alliance transfers as a key mechanism marketers should
examine. Specifically, the network can provide an avenue
for transferring gains realized from a given alliance across
industries, markets, customer groups, and geographic loca-
tions. This effect is of particular importance in marketing
alliances, in which the primary goal is often to gain access
to new markets. For example, if a firm wants to extract
more value from a new product alliance, its ability to do so
may depend on its access to other markets supplied by its
network. This ability has become even more important in
the last decade as firms have become leaner and their ability
to leverage their own presence in various industries or mar-
kets has been reduced.

Several additional observations are important. First,
some network characteristics affect partner selection, and
others affect the expected value creation from the alliance.
Second, in attending to the value created beyond partner
selection, managers should attend to the relational proper-
ties (network efficiency and density), not to the centrality or
status of networks. With regard to managing the relational
properties, marketers should remain aware that the levels of
network density and efficiency affect firm value.

Finally, given that both the firm’s network and its
alliance capability are developed over time, the firm will
need to adopt a long-term strategy for developing and man-
aging both. This long-term status is similar to what mar-
keters face with other key marketing resources, including
customer relationships and brand equity. Thus, as with the
other marketing resources, networks will require marketers
to be forward thinking and proactive in their management.

Conclusion
Software firms that announce marketing alliances generate
positive abnormal returns. A firm’s network of preexisting
alliances can increase or decrease those returns in impor-
tant ways. We suggest that this occurs because networks
multiply alliance benefits, facilitate alliance compliance,
and signal firm and alliance quality. Thus, networks not
only make a firm more or less attractive to partners but also
alter the expected value of a newly announced marketing
alliance in predictable ways. Therefore, networks are key
strategic resources that can yield substantial firm value. As

such, the firm’s network of alliance relationships can play 
a crucial role as a market-based asset in the firm’s strategic 
arsenal.

Appendix A
Selection Model Procedure and

Results
The ideal selection test would involve creating a set of pos-
sible partners considered by the firm and then determining
whether firm characteristics influence partner choice.
Unfortunately, there is no way to reconstruct this set post
hoc. As a surrogate, we created a list of potential partners
within ±25% of the selected partner’s size in the same
industry (based on the four-digit SIC code) and year. We
assumed that these firms (n = 2285) are a reasonable proxy
for the set of potential partners available to the firm at the
time.

Ideally, the selection model should include all variables
in the value creation model. Thus, we include all the
alliance characteristics: (1) relative size of partners, (2)
horizontal alliance, (3) repeat partnership, and (4) market-
ing alliance with product development. Among the firm
characteristics, we include the following: (5) network cen-
trality, (6) network density, (7) network density2, (8) net-
work efficiency, (9) network efficiency2, (10) network repu-
tation, (11) alliance experience, (12) marketing resources,
and (13) marketing alliance capability.

The final part of the selection model—the partner net-
work characteristics, partner alliance capability, and change
in firm network characteristics due to the partner—
represents the greatest challenge for nonselected partners.
Specifically, this would involve collecting data on the
sample of 2055 nonselected partners (2285 – 230 selected
partners), which is nine times the size of our current
sample. Furthermore, given that, on average, our selected
partners have 82.32 direct partners (as reflected in central-
ity measures), constructing network measures for each of
the nonselected partners would involve collecting 2055 ×
82.32 pieces of information for our network measures.
Given this, we instead employed a proxy strategy for these
measures.

We began by reviewing the literature for potential proxy
variables related to our network variables. We then evalu-
ated our own data to ensure that the variables we selected
were reasonable. In the end, we adopted two proxies. First,
we selected partner Tobin’s q as a surrogate for partner net-
work density. This is supported by our existing data in
which firm and selected partner Tobin’s q are correlated sig-
nificantly with network density (ρ = .20, p < .05). Second,
we selected partner size (measured as the number of
employees) as a surrogate for network centrality, reputation,
efficiency, and alliance capability. In our data, firm size and
selected partner size are correlated significantly with net-
work centrality (ρ = .40, p < .01), network reputation (ρ =
.13, p < .05), network efficiency (ρ = .18, p < .05), and
alliance capability (ρ = .15, p < .05). Given this evidence,
we collected the size and Tobin’s q of all the nonselected
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Table A1
Selection Model Results

Partner Selection 
Model Component Coefficient

Intercept –1.28685 (.07175)***

Alliance Characteristics
Relative size of partners .0005 (.00019)***
Horizontal alliance –.38748 (.09907)***
Repeat partnership .89163 (.20368)***
Marketing alliance with

product development .94902 (.11459)***

Firm Characteristics
Network centrality –.00909 (.00049)***
Network density .63542 (.13499)***
Network density2 –1.13857 (.19949)***
Network efficiency –.00035 (.22914)
Network efficiency2 –.78932 (.46748)*
Network reputation –.1954 (.04674)***
Marketing alliance

capability –1.93745 (.83293)**
Alliance experience .00171 (.00019)***
Marketing resources .18396 (1.86773)*

Partner Characteristics
Partner size .00836 (.00076)***
Partner Tobin’s q .0224 (.01133)**

*p < .10.
**p < .05.
***p < .001.
Notes: Selection model results hold regardless of the particular

dependent variable used in the value creation equation (e.g.,
Fama–French four-factor model or market model).

partners available to the firm in the industry and year and
used these data in the selection model as proxies for the
nonselected partners’ network variables.9 Together with the
13 alliance and firm variables previously listed, these two
partner variables constitute our selection equation estimated
using a Probit model. The dependent variable is partner
selection, which takes on a value of 1 if the partner was
selected for a given alliance and 0 if otherwise. In the fol-
lowing equation, we model partner selection according to
whether firm i selected a given partner p for alliance k at
time t:

Partner Selectionitk = α0

+ α1(Relative Size of Firm and Partner)k

+ α2(Horizontal Alliance)k + α3(Repeat Partnering)k

+ α4(Marketing Alliance with Product Development 

+ Component)k + α5(Firm Network Centrality)it

+ α6(Firm Network Efficiency)it

+ α7(Firm Network Efficiency2)it

+ α8(Firm Network Density)it + α9(Firm Network Density2)it

+ α10(Firm Network Reputation)it

+ α11(Firm Marketing Alliance Capability)it

+ α12(Firm Marketing Resources)it

+ α13(Firm Alliance Experience)it + α14(Partner Size)pt

+ α15(Partner Tobin’s q)pt + ζit,

where Y = 1 when the partner was selected and Y = 0 when
the partner was not selected. The error term in the selection
equation, ζit, consists of three components represented as
ζ(i, t) = e(i, t) + u(i) + w(t), where u(i) is the firm effect,
w(t) is the time effect, and e(i, t) is the remaining error.
Both firm and time effects are significant, and the propor-
tion of the total variance contributed by the panel-level
(firm and time effects) variance component in the selection
model is 47%.

The selection model accounts for heterogeneity due to
firm and time effects with a random-effects model. Our
final model uses a random-effects simultaneous model esti-
mation procedure involving the selection model and the
value creation model (Verbeek and Nijman 1992). The
selectivity parameter in Table 3 accounts for the selection
bias and is produced as a consequence of the simultaneous
estimation of the selection and value creation models. Our
selection model results appear in Table A1.

Appendix B
Robustness Checks

Are Results Robust to the Assignment of Focal
Versus Partner Firm?
“Focal firm” describes the firm that is our focus, and “part-
ner firm” describes the other. Of 230 alliances, 46 horizon-
tal alliance observations represented both sides of the dyad.
Thus, the pooled sample consists of 414 alliances (184 focal
firms + 184 partner firms + 46 horizontal alliances). For a
pooled sample of focal firms and partners, the Fama–French
four-factor model returns for event day –2 to event day +1
window are 1.4% (p < .01). The returns for the sample of
partner firms alone are 1.2% and not different from the
focal firm (1.4%, t = .37, n.s.), in support of H1. To test the
remaining hypotheses, we reestimated the value creation
model, and in general, the results are comparable. Specifi-
cally, network centrality and reputation are not significant,
network density is positive (β = .026, p < .05), network den-
sity2 is marginally negative (β = –.012, p < .10), network
efficiency is positive (β = .121, p < .01), network effi-
ciency2 is negative (β = –.196, p < .01), focal firm alliance
capability is positive (β = .198, p < .01), and partner firm
alliance capability is negative (β = –.613, p < .01). Different
from prior results, the impact of repeat partnering is now

9We were not able to locate a good proxy for the “change in
network” variables. However, given that the value creation model
fails to find effects for these variables, and we find no correla-
tion between them and the variables in the value creation model
(see Table 1), it is reasonable to focus on the proposed selection
model.
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significant (β = .149, p < .01). A Chow test of whether the
results vary between focal and partner firm samples finds
no differences (F(25, 389) = 1.15, n.s.).

Are Results Robust to Private Partners?

Our sample included marketing alliances involving only
public partners. We reestimated the model with marketing
alliances involving both public and private partners by
excluding two partner variables available for public firms
(i.e., partner alliance capability and relative size). The
results do not change.

Are Results Robust to Alternative Influences on
the Announcement?

Because multiple marketing alliance announcements could
be made by a firm in a year, we reestimated the model
incorporating only the first marketing alliance announce-
ment in the year. The resultant sample size of 189
announcements yielded similar results.

Are Results Robust to Alternative Measures?

Our measures of alliance capability used an exponentially
smoothed model. Instead, we used the simple average
change in firm abnormal returns, and the results do not
change. We measured relative size using sales and number
of employees, and the results do not change. We measured
network reputation by summing, not averaging, across the
network and by using different categorical versions, and the
results do not change. Finally, we measured market model

cumulative abnormal returns using value-weighted portfo-
lios as a benchmark (rather than equal-weighted portfolio),
and the results do not change.

Do Marketing Alliance Announcements Have
Long-Term Effects?

We estimated the long-term effect using buy-and-hold
return, Ibbotson returns across time and securities, and
calendar-time portfolio models as outlined by Sorescu,
Shankar, and Kushwaha (2007) and Markovitch and Golder
(2008). The results indicate no effect on long-term abnor-
mal returns, which may be due to several reasons. First,
given that an alliance is a specific event, other intervening
firm actions can obscure the long-term effect. Second, if the
stock market is efficient, investor expectations are updated
over time (Mizik and Jacobson 2003). As such, there is a
weaker chance of observing the effect of the announcement
as time passes. Third, if the stock market is efficient, expec-
tations of the value of the alliance should be reasonably
accurate, unless an alliance fails to meet expectations. How-
ever, our null effect indicates that no reversals occurred.

Does Liquidity Risk Affect Firm Returns for
Marketing Alliance Announcements?

Liquidity risk may account for variation in returns (Sadka
2006). We reestimated our Fama–French four-factor model
by including a liquidity factor, and the results are identical.
The correlation between Fama–French four-factor and five-
factor returns is high (ρ = .80).
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